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HiNGE MOMENTS OF SEALED -INTERNAL-BALJJ?cII

ARRANGEMENTS FOR CONTROL SU17FACES

11 - EXPERIMENTAL IWESTIGATION OF FA13RTC s~.ALs

IITTHE PRESENCE OF’A THIN-PLATE OVERHANG

By Jack Fischel

Tests were made in a seal test chanher to determine
the hinge moments contributed. ‘bythe fabric seal in an
internal-balance arrangement employing a thin-plate over-
hang. These tests were performed with various widths of
fabric sealing various widths of flap-nose gap, with a
horizontal, a vertical, and a circular type of wing
structure forward of tkie ‘balance,and with various heights
of balaxnce chamber.

This investigation is an experimental verification
and extension of a previous analytical investigation,
The present Investigation indicated that the moment of
the seal may be a balancing or an unbalancing moment and
may be an appreciable part of the total balancing moment
of an internally balanced flap, depending on the overhsng
deflection and the configuration of the internal balance,
Variation of the width.of the fabric seal, the sealed gap,
or the location of the seal attachment to the wing struc-
ture affected the seal moments through most of the over-
hang deflection range. The shape and size of the balance
cb.amber affected the seal-moment characteristics in the
deflection range where the seals contacted and were con-
strained by the chamber walls; the values of the seal
moments were usually reduced when the seals were con-=
strained. The results indicated also that ~.noptimum
balance configuration would employ a seal width such that
the seal would barely touch the chamber ce~.lingwhen
maximum overhang deflection is attained.
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INTRODUCTION

.
.

One of the devices employed for balancing control
surfn.ces, especi8.lly ai.l~rons, of modern high-speed air-
planes i.sthe sealed internal balance (fig. 1), Much Of
the experimental. work that has been done in the develop-
ment of the sealed internal balance has been su~~arized
in reference 1, wh.iG~lincludes a brj,ef consideration of
seal effects, In reference 1 (and in all previous i.nternal-
balance work), the balancing effect of’a seal in an
internal-balance arrar~g-em.entwas accounted for by an
approximate method - that is, by assuming the balance
chord to be the distance from the control-surface’ hinge
axis to the center of the sealed nose gap, regardless of
seal width.

An analytical investigation to determine the contri-
bution of the seal to the balancing moment of a sealed-
intern.al-balance arrangement indicated that the approxi-
mate m,ethodwas generally in error over most of the flap-
deflection range (reference 2). This analysis also
indicated that variation of either the seal width., the
sealed-gap width, or the shape of the wing structure
forward of the overhang has an important effect on the
balancingmoment contributed by the seal,

The present investigation is an extension of the
investigation reported in reference 2 and was begun in
order to check experimentally the fabric-seal analysis
reported therein.. Tb.epreserlt investigation covered a
larger deflection range than was covered in reference 2;
in addition, the effect on ~he seal moments of a co~l.
fining balsnce-ch,amber roof (the contour of the airfoil)
and an off-center attachment of the seal to the wing
structure were determined.

The moment contributed by the seal in each of the
configurations tested is presented as a fraction of the
moment of the thin-plate overhang over the complete
deflection range. A comparison is m,ade of the seal
moments o’otained experimentally and analytically (refer-
ence 2) with seals and sealed nose gaps of similar size
in the ,presence of each of the three different types of
internal wing structure wit~~no vertical restrictions.
In add~tion, a comparison is made between the experi-
mentally determined and the cowiputed hinge-moment coef-
ficients of an internally balanced aileron, and an

..
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example is presented to sh~w the relative accuracy of
lxingewnoment data computed by the approximate method and
those
ijton,
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~cmputed from the resu.itsof the present investiga-

SYMBOLS

seal-moment ratio (MS/l!&b)

aileron section hinge -m.ow.entcoefficient &./Wa2)

.increment in aileron section hinge-moment coef-
ficient produced by an internal-balance arrange-
ment

pressure coefficient across balance (pr&ssure
below balance minus pressure
divided by dynamic pressme)

thin-plate overhang deflection,
when deflection is fncreased
pressure across balance

above-balance

degrees; positive
from neutral by

limiting deflection of thin-plate overhang,
degrees (t!$3fleCtiOIl just prior to contact
between leading edge of overhang and.roof Of
test chamber (contour of airfoil) )

aileron deflection with respect to airfoil chord
line, degrees

‘moment of thin-plate overhang (used with subscripts
exp and com.pto indicate experimental and co-r-
eputed, respectively), foot-pounds

moment of seal,foot-pounds

width- of sealed gap bet~een points of attachment
of seal ~~hen b~=o, fraction of c;~

seal width, fraction of %)

aileron secticn hinge m.or~~nt, feat-pounds

thickness of overhang at hi.ng.e axis, fraction of c

.
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d.rfoil chord, feet except when otherwise indicated

aileron chord behind the hinge line, fraction of c

overhang chord from flap hinge line to leading edge
of overhafig, fraction of c

d~ynanic ~ressure, pounds per square foot
()
~pvz

absolute velocity of air stream, f’eet~er second

mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot

Mach number (V/a)

velocity af sound in air streamj feet per second

angle of attacks degrees

APPARATUS AND METHODS

The seals were tested in a specially prepa~ed seal
test chamber that simulated the construction of an
internal-balar.ce chamber ahead OF the fla,ghi.r.geline
(ffgs. 2(a) and Z(b)). The span of the overhang was
2~ inches and the chord was 10 inches from the hinge line
to the leading edge, The thin-plate overhang was rigidly
attached to a torque tube that was, in turn, attached to
a dial outside the test cb-amberand deflected the over-
hang throl@i the test range. A clearance of ~/~~ inch
was allowed at each end of’the overhang span to prevent
cont:j,ctwith the side walls through. the deflection ranCge.
A small clearan~e behind the bin:; line betwem the torque
tube and the test-chamber structure was sealed with a
small fabric seal; the mo~nentprod,uced by the seal was
considered in the calculations. The difference !n normal
pressure sxisting across the seal and overhang of’an
internal-balance arrangement was simulatsd by the con-
trolled pressure produced in the part of the test chamber
below the overhang by a blower, while atmospheric pres-
sure existed above the overk~an-g. The pressure across the
overhang and seal was indicated by a micro.mmorneter and
this pressure was maintained at approximately 1’7pounds
per square foot b.ya door on the blower intake. The
distribution of pressure in the region below the overhang

.
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and the seal was determined from s.brief survey to be
uniform within approximately tl percent: a pressure drop
of approximately 15 to .20percer~t‘was four.dto occur
within 1/16 inch of either end of the overhang span,
about which a flow took place, but the effect of this
pressure difference on the hinge moments is believed to
be negligible.

One of the chordwise chamber walls was made of
plexiglass through which photographs were taken.of the
seal profile under va.ri.ousconditl.ons.

The hinge moments of the balance arranger.ent were
determined “~ymeans of a calibrated torque-rod. system
built for this setup (figs. .2(a)and 2(b)}. The over-
hang deflection was determined by the reading of the
overhang-,deflecti.ondial with respect to a pointer
attached to the outer wall of the test cb.amber (fig. 2(a) ),

Three types of balance-chamber structure ahead of
the overhang were used i.nthe investigation. These
surfaces are shown in figure 2(a) and are referred
to herein as backpl.ates. Tne back,plates were of’uniform
height and soan; their chordwise posj.tions were varied
durin,g the tests “togive various sizes of gap. The
seals tested were made of ‘Koroseal, which is an air-
tight, flexible, fabric materials md had a varying
chord width and.a span equal to that of the overhang,
A thin meta?. strip was fastened along the span at both
ends of each.seal to attach the seal to the hackplate and
to the leading edge of the overhang (fig. Z(a)).

~kle Vertj.cal balance-charrjberres’criction (contour
of the airfoil) was simulated by a horizontally held
plate; the distance of this \.lateabove the overhang and
seal was varied to give the proper value of ~bt. For

uniformity and agreement with reference 2, all the linear
dimensions of the balance configuration are expressed as
a fraction of the.overhang chord.

A list of the balance configurations tested is
given in table I. Since the pressure difference across
the balance of a control surface does not always reverse
w’nen the control is neutral, tests were n~ade at negative
def’lectionsup to -12° and the tests were run with the
overhang deflection varying in 2° and ho increments up
to 30° or the maximum deflection allowed by the seal or
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overhang. The results are applicable to both negative
and ‘posj.fjive flap-deflection ranges, however, and the
change in direction of the balancing moment is deter-
mined.by the deflection at which the si~n of’tb.epres-
sure d?i.fferenceacross tlzebalance changes.

In obtaintn~ the hinge moment due to the seal, the
moment of the overhang had to be subtracted from.the
total moment of overhang and seal measured by the torque
system. The moment of the ove,rhang alone, without any
seal present, was obtained over the deflection range by
closing the gap between the overhang nose and the back-
plate to a very small value. E%cause of the large
leakage area for this condition, a pressure difference
of only about 10 pounds per square foot, considerably
less than the normal test pressure, could be maintained.
The overhang moment thus obtained experimentally was
compared with the overhan-gmoment computed from the thin-
plate dimensions and the pressure difference across the
overhang, The experimental moment was found to be approxi-
mately 1 percent higher than the computed moment. The
seal moments were therefore obtained by subtracting the
computed overhang moment, corrected for the l-percent
discrepancy, from the total moment measured in each test.

.
.

The computations for obtaining the seal-moment
ratio are indicated in the following equation:

.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Seal-Frofile Photographs

Some typical profiles and positions of the seals
with a pressure difference across the balance are shown
in figures 3 to 7 with a vertical backplate, in figures 8
and 9 with a circular backplate, and in figures 10 to 13
with a horizontal backplate. The constraining effect on
the profile of the seal caused by the vertical and
circular backplanes In the positive deflection range is
s’hewnin figures 3, ,4,, and 9; whereas figure 10 indicates
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that the horizontal backplate had little or no confining
eff’ecto Sinilarly, f$~res ~, ~, 8, 11, and 12 indicate
the confining effect of an overhead.restriction sirmlatin$j “

“ the top or bottom of the balance chamber. When a seal
was free to billow unrestricted by backplate or overhead
limit, the seal generaily tended to assume a cir~ular
shape . TM.s fact, which.formed the basis for’t-hama-
lytj.calwork of reference 2, is illustrated in figure 10(d)
by a ctrcle superimposed on an enlargement of the photo-
graph of figure 10(b).

Desired Seal-~ioment Characteristics

A desired variation of’the seal-moment ratio mS
with overhaqg deflection is one t~latofferS a pOSiti.Ve
value of t“heslope bY@ L5~ wj.t~ def’lectj-ogc ( see refer-
ence 2. ) This variation of % with deflection would

tend te cornuensate for the decrease in tilevariation of
pressure coefficient across the ‘bELiance ‘R
tion (that is; the decrease in bp@b)

tion tncreases and to provide wiorenearly
hinge moments and control forces.

with d.eflec-

as the i??sf’lec-

linear balar~ce

Experimental Seal-N.omen,tCharacteristics

The seal-morneritonar’acteristics over t’nedeflection
range for various sizes of fabric seal and sealed nose
gapi without and with overhead. iird.ts, are shown in
figures 14 to 21 when the seals were tested with a vertical

backplate~ in figures 22 to 26 with a circular backplate$
and in figures 27 to 34 with a hol”i~ontal ‘backplate~

With all three types of backpla-te$ the moment exerted
by the seal in the balancing eonfigur’ation IS appreciab~e~
particularly vith large seals and large sealed gaps.
This seal moment may be a balancing moment amounting to
as rwch as 40 or ~0 percent of’the overhang “balancing
moment, or it may be an Unbdaricing moment amounting to
as much as 30 or .!+0 percent of the overti.angbalai~cing
moment, depending on tileoverhang deflection a~d the
configuration of the internal balance, Negative values
of ms yrere sometimes obtained. with all three typeS Of

back~late i.nthe negative deflection range and over a
small portion of the pos:tive deflection range near zero
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deflection (figs. l)J,1~, 22, 27, SKJd28). Tn these
configurati.ons the seal overlapped a part of the over-
h~ng, whfch equalized the pres sure on botkisides of this
part of the balance and tended to reduce the amount of
eff’ective balance available. A configuration illustrating
this tendency was not photographed, but this condition
is approached in figure ~(a), except that the seal
actually lies flat against -the overhmg wb.en m= i.S

negative in tb.ediscussed deflection range. Ex:ept when
a sealed-gap width of O.~ is used, the slopes of the
seal-moment curves at small pcsitive values of deflec-
tion are usually positive and indicate an in3rea.sln~
balancing effect in this range. This increase in
balancing effect is independent of that obtained “bythe
increased pressure di.f’ferenceacross the balance when the
flap is deflected or when the angle”of attack of an &ir-
foil is increased and is a function of We seal. At high
positive values of overhang deflection, as the seal
became taut, tke seal-moment ratio of tileunrestricted
seal decreased and became negative and the direction of’
its fouce was opposite to that of the overhang balancing
force (figs. 5(d) and 1O(C)).

Effect of the Balance Configuration on the

Eeal-lloment Characteristics

Effect of seal v~~dth@- The effect on the seal-
moment cl:aracteristics of var:ling the seal width, w~t.h
other varla.bleskept constant; i= shown irlfigure 5

i?and is also evident from fi~~res 1]~to 19, 22 to d~, and
.37 to 32. For a given sealed-gap width, KS d.egec.ds
on seal width. The curves indicate that ms decreases
in the negative deflection ran~e a~d.generally at s~l~~i

positive cietlections and usually increases at large
positive deflections as t~.eseal width increases. The
curves fl.nd.icatealso that, for a given sealed-gap wf.dth
and e.sthe seal width increases, the maximum ve.lueoi’ m~
g~nerally increases, except when the circular bac:~plate
is used, and the maximum value of m~ occurs at an
oveuhmg deflection that increases with seal width,
regardless of the backplate.

.
.

.
,
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Effect of sealed-~p width.- ?he effect of sealed-..——
gap width on seal-moment characteristics is ind.i.cated in
figure 36 and in figures 1.4to 1~, 22 to 2).L,and 27 tO 32.
I%r a given seal width, ths seal==md”mentratio gener:~.11#
increases witb~ se.al.ed-gapwidth at small deflection-s and
decreases at large deflections. ,

Effect of backplane.-” The seal-moment characteristics
obtained with the three backplanes for given se=led-gap
and seal width-sgenera.llydiffer only in the deflection
range in wh3.chthe seal lies against the backplate; hence
the values of ms in this rm.ge depend on the type of
backplate contacted and the effect this “backplate has on
the seal profile, A comparison of the seal moments
obtained over the deflection range with constant gaps
and seals for “thethrse different backplate arrangements
is given in figure 37 for the condition in which no
vertical restrictions are used., The characteristics
exlfibited-by the seal with a vertical backplate and a
circular backplate are quite similar (see also figs. 1~
to 21 and 22 to 25) and i,ndicate some’linearity over a
part of the deflection range. The horizontal backpla.te
has little or no effect on tb.emoments produced,,’oythe
seal; these moments are usually larger at small deflect-
ions and.smaller at large deflections than those obtained
with the circular or vertical backplate. The effect of
the backplate appears to di.mifiishwith an increase in
size of the sealed gap and the seal,and the character-
istics obtained, with the three backplanes differ by only
a small amount witPlmedium and large gaps and seals
(fi~s. 37 and 14 tO 34). At small gaps, the effect of
a backplate coristrainj.ngthe seal is to cause the maximum
moment of the seal to be reduced and to be developed at
a higher deflection (fig. 37(a)).

Effect of vertical restri.ction.- L5.miting the height
of the balance chamber reduced ~values of m~ over
that part of the deflection range in which the &al con-
tacted the roof of the chamber (figs, 11 and 14 to 34.).
Increasing the seal width or the overhang deflection in
this co’nditlon or decreasin~ the value of the limiting
overhang deflection 6b, caused a greater reduction in ms

as more of the seal contacted both the chamber ceiling
and the baclkplate. The deflection at which the seal con-
tacted th-echamber ceiling and the seal moment started
to decrease was Sreater with the horizontal backplate
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than with the two other types tested. Yhen no vsrtical
restriction was present, the waxi.mum values of mc
LIsugI-lly oecurre~ at higher values of overhang defi.ectjon
and the values of ms were ~reatcr over the deflection
range affected than when a restriction was used to si~lu-
late the roof of the balance.chamber. Zt appears,
therefore, that an optimum balance co,~figuration would
employ a seal width such that the seal would barely
touch the chamber ceiling when maximum deflection is
attained. (’Seefigs.5 and 8.)

off-center seal attachment.- The seal-moment cb.ar-
acter~sti.cs ob=~~~ith a 003~cb off-center attachat
of the seal to the backplate are shown in figures 20J 21,
25, 26, 33, and.34 when tested with the three types of
backplate used in the investigation. (The value of
0.3hcb of the off-center .seal attachment corresponds t~
an offset of the position of seal attachment to the
backplate to the top or bottom of the balance chamber
when %,

= ~o13,) In addition, a comparison of the seal-

moment cl!:aracteristicsobtained in the presence of the
circular backplate with the seal attached to the wing
structure at tb.ecenter and off-center positions is
shown in figure 25. The seal-moment characteristics
obtained with the off-center seal attachment were gener-
ally u?.fa.vorableover tb.edeflection range because. a
decreasing balancing tendency or an i~breasi~g unbal-
ancing tendency is indicated, regardless of the type
of backplate or of the point of attachment. When attached
above center, the seal invariably lay against the back-
plate and overhead restriction at positive deflections
(figs, 7 and 12); when attached below center (figs. 6
and 13), however, the seal had a moment vector that w~u~d
decrease positively, then increase negatively with over-
hang deflection. These effects account for the unbal-
ancing characteristics of this type of seal attachment-

The effect of attaching the seal off center to a
circular bac~lqte when the seal did not ‘:ontactthe
balance-chamber ceiling was to shift the seal-momer~t
curve by an angle the sine of which was equal to the off-
center displacement (expressed a.sa fraction of the over-
hang) divided by the radius of the backplate arc (also
expressed as a fractim of the overhang). The curves
Io-ffi<~~x~e25 ap”proxi.rately veriftythis conclusion; the

computed offset angle was
sin-l 0.3Q.= 15.25,

~*z
and

.



the data-of ffgure 25 indicate that the offset angle is
about 16°. ~~n-cean,off.centel~ seal attac,hv.eutproduces
an Un@~&nCing effect th~ltma~rbe ~,rea’~erthan the
lr~~reasedbalancing effect on the overhang caused by
flap deflection or the increase in the ,angleof attack,
this type of seal attachment is believed to be undesirable
antishould be av~ided.

Comparison of Analytical and Experiw.ental

Seal-lWiWnt Characteristics

The siwiiarity ketween the analytical (reference 2}
*and.experir~ental seal-moment characteristics is evident
in fig~re 37, which shows the agreement between these
results. The analytical and ~xperimental results were
compared for several configurations in addition to those
herein and similar agre~ment was a“btained.

Computation of Sea.1-l!oment,Characteristics

by Approximtite Method

The seal-moment ratio computed by the approximate
method (reference 1) for various sizes of sealed.gap is
shown in figure j!30 This method of computin~ the seal-
‘moment ratio is i,ildepend.entof the seal width and assumes
a balance chord equal to the overh.ng chord plus one-half
the width of the sealed gap measured when the flap is in
the neutral nosition, ‘Theinaccuracy of this method is
apparent by a comparison of the values ShOWilin figure 38
with the data of’figures lb to 3~. As Indicated in ref-
erence 2, the error ir.volved in.using the approximate
~-ethodm~.ybe a considerable pert of the hinge-moment.
coeffic~-ent or control force of the balanced control
surface; it iS tlnerefore believed th~,tthis method should,
not be used.

Application of .Seal-?JomentData

Inasmuch as the investigation reported herein was
mafl.e~l,iththe various limitations and configurations of
an internal-balance arrangement and the d~.tapresented
are representative of the seal effects in such configurat-
ions, the figures are believec! to be applieahle for
design purposes in calculating the hinge-moment character--
:,,,-,,
.....U3.CS c::“;-cvi:”.’..;k~lnn;cd .f’Iopswith +ki.n-pl.ateoverhangs,

.

.

.



if the pressurs d.1.fferenceacross th5 balance and the
p~ain.f’lapb.ing~-mo~~entco~t’fi~~eentsare ~ownc In
order to obtain the seal characieris-kits of those con-
figurations not test?d, it is possible to interpolate
between the saal-woment curves ~or an intermediate gap-
er seal-width c~nfiqurtitl.on. ils indicated ?.nrefereuce 2:
these results are bel~eved to be a~nlicable also to over-
h~np;s h~v~Ln~ nose shapes with fairly sfi’allan~le~j ht
the Mm.itlng nase tii@e has not yet been determined.

Qompmison of,experimental and computed hinge-moment——.—— ——
coefficients of a bfilanc~d f’lapa-The aileron configura-..— —.
tions shown in f’igur~39 were selected to illustrate tb.e
computations necessary for a practical application of the
seal-moment data,to the balanci~igmoment of an lnter~zally
balanced flap. The plain-sealed-flap hin~e-m.oment dat% for
the 0.20C aileron ware used, in the cowputatiom, to~ether
with the pressure coefficient across tk.ebalance Pl~
{fror~ung-tiblisheddata) given in figure 40~ the seai-
rmm,entdata presented b.erein, and the geometri~ 5.Lmensions
of the balance. Tn figure ~.g, the corquted bala.nced-
aileron hir!ge-rn,omei~tcoefficients are compared with tb.~ ‘
balancefl-zlleron hi’zge-noment coefficients obtairled
experimentally.

The com-ouied balar~ci~~r.momei~tswere oktained by the
following oqtiat~on,which is based.cm the geomtric
&bwnsi,ons of the balance ar~ari~ement for a unit s~an
(tWO-dimenSional):

.
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Values of PR for use in this equation were obtained
from figure ho. ‘The width of the seal used in the
investigate.on”was not measured but was believed to have
been approximately 0.4,, Values of’ ms for computing
the exact balancing moment over the deflection range
for a seal width of O.~ and a sealed-gap width or 0.0336
were interpolated from the data of figure 22 and f5.g-
ures Ii!.and 15, (The characteristics of the seals with
vertical and circular backplanes are somewhat similar
at th-isseal width and sealed-gap width.)

‘Thebalanced-aileron hinge-moment coefficients
were obtained by the equation

c~ = Ch + ~ch
abalanced aileron a~lafn aileron a

‘and figure LO shows fair agreement between experimental
and ~o~l~u”kd results. The discrepancy between the
balanced-aileron characteristics obtained experimentally
and those computed is probably caused.bT the difference
in the size of the vent ge.p (0.005c for plai”n aileron,
O,O1OC for balanced aileron) and by possible small dif-
ferences in model configuration such as seal width,
chord of overhang, and thickp.ess of overk~a.ng.

Comparison of the computed balanced-flap hin~e-
mornen~~~~i%~~h and t~~i-~~i=ce-chatn”oel’
‘i’estriCtiOrls. - A comparison of the cow.puted balwnced-
~~q~oment coefficients, with curves showing the
effect of the vertical chamber restriction either neg-
lected or considered., is presented in figure 4,1 to
illustrate the type of balanced-flap htnge-w.ornentcoef-
ficient that would be obtained if a very wide seai were
used in a configuration of an Internally balanced aileron.
R3r these COW.,pUtatiO)2S, an overb.a~.gcb-ord of 0.52ca, u seal
~~idth Of 0*6$ abl = 21°, and.a sealed,-~a.pwidth of 0.1

( values of m~ -obtai-ned from figure 22(c) ) were assumed
installed on the plain sealed a~leron of figme 3) aridthe
other data, supplied ii~figures j? and hO, were asswmed to
remain the same. (See f+ .-g 4,L.) The method of computa-
tion was the same as that previously outlined. Neglecting
the effect of the vertical balance-chamber restriction
(that is, with no limiting value f’or ~b) results in
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ccms~de~a-ble error at large cleflec~ions, when the seal
con.tscts the balance-chamber cei.li~.g.(See fig. ~1.) ‘lhe
optimurflseal width would be such that the seal would
barely touch the chamber ceiling at the max:mum overhan~
deflection (see section entitled !~Eff’ectof’ver’tical
restriction?’) and, for this aileron configuration, fi~-
ure 22 indicates that a seal width of about 0.5 woulfibe
optimum, TJ~ to der~gCtj_Cns of ~~~”, the curve for
aileron-hinge-moment coefficients computed for s = 0.>
and ~b, = 21° is approximately the ~=i~~ %LS that dio~n in

f’jg,ur~”@ for s = 0.6 and no lirdting value for bb;
for deflections beyond fl~”, this curve is ai~lostparallel.
to the curve shown in figure 4.1 for s = 0.6 and ~ = 219.

7

As an experimental verification and an ext~nsion of
u previous =nalytical investigation., tests were mtid.eto
deterriine the hinge moments produced in an internal-
baia.nce arrangement by fabric seals of’various widths
that seal f’la~-nosegaps of various widths in the
presence of & thin-plate overhang. The tests were con-
ducted with horizontal, vertical$ and circular types of
bala.nce-c,hawberwall forward of tkLe balance and with
various he~,~hts of the ‘balance clwmber. The investi.,ga-
tion indicated the follcwing conclusions:

1..Tb.enoment of the sea
unbalancing mow~ent and may be
the total halanctn~ moment of
depending on the overhang def
tion of the internal balanrceo

.1may be a balan~inf;,or au
an appreciable part of
an interr.ally balanced flap,

‘le~ctionar.dthe conf’igurs-

2. Variation of the width’of the seal, t-hesealed
gap, or the location of the seal a.ttachrent to the wing
structure affected the seal moments throu.qhmast of the
o~~erha~.gdefle~t~,on rangs.
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5. ~%e shape and size of the balance chamber affected
the seal.-moment characteristics in the deflection range
at which the seals contacted aniitwere constrained by
the chamber walls; tiil~valv.eso.tthe seal ~~o~ientswere
usually reduced when the seals wfire constrained.

~.. .&aoptimum 12.lance .onf’t~ur.tjion etn~l.~s a seal
width such that the stin.1barely tGuches the chamber
ceiling when maximum overhang deflection is att,ained,

Langley Nemorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langlsy Field, Vaa

.

1. Rogallo, F. M., and Lowry, John G.: R~sum4 of Data
for Internally Balanced Ailerons. lTACA.RB,March
1943●.“
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TABLE I.- BALANCE CONFIGURATIONS TESTED

Location
of seal Width of Width of

sealed gap seal %L
at t aehment Fi gur~

fraction of Cb) (fkactLon of cb) (fraation of”cb) (deg)

Vertical backplate *

{ o ,0.
0 ‘t

None, 1
2

14.(a~
.

●1
None, 1 , 21, 26 14(b]

●

k
None,16 15(a~

. None,16,21,26
::

15(b;
●

< 2
None,16 16(a]

cent9r .2 None,16,21
of .2 :8

16(b]

baa~plate
None,16,21,26,30 16(c]

.3 .6 None,~6 l~[a]

.
z

.8 None,16,21,~6 1 (b!

:b :;
None,16,21 z1 (a]

( ●5
None,16,22,26,30 18[i)]
None,16

●5
19[a]

:; None, ~6,21,26 19(b;
,34aboveand
~elowoenter

{
●3 ;8 20
*5

20
>fbackplate ●9 20,25 21

, Circularbackplate

I

0.1 O*4 None,16 22(a)
. None, 16,21

::’ 2
22(b)

None,16,21,25
Center 93 ;6

22(C]
None,16,20

of
23(a]

.
:Z i

None,16,21,26 23(b)
~ac~plate . None,16,21,25

●5
z

2 (c)
●. None,16

.5
t+ None,16,21

.5 : :9
:4!:;

None,16,21,25 24(cI
34aboveand
~elovcenter

{
20

Ifbaek~la~e :; :; 20,25 ;z

~or~~ontalbackplate

~ !

o 0.
k

None
o

2~(a]
None,~6

o ;8
2~(b]

None,15,20,25
●4. z

: ;:{
None

::
.1

None,16 28(b]
;; None,15,20,25 28(CI

None, 2 , 30
;: ●5 2

28(d]
None,1

center
29[a]

::
●7 N>ne,15,20,25

of
29[b]

backplate
;~ None, 26,31 29(c]

None,16
:;

30(al
None,15,20

t
:7

30(b]
. None,2 ,31

.6 z
30(CI

:4
None,1

~~
;J ~one,1 , 20

z
K~/

None,1 ,21,25
●7 None,1

95 ●9 2
32ta]

None,1 , 20,26 32(b)
34aboveand
elo~oenter

{

.1 97 20
●5 20,26

3
~ bac~plate .9 3t

16 “

-,,.

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

.
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NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

figure I .- Schematic diagram of a ijjtical infernal-balance

amangeme~t fm an aiferon on a iape~ed wing.
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(4 Schematic diag~ of tesiing apparah.s

Figure 2 .-Tes~ setup.

and the three
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(a) 8b = -12°0 (b) 8b = OO.

(c) 15b= 100. (d) tib= 18°.

Figure 3.- Seal test apparatus with vertical backplate. s = 004; g=o.1.
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(a) ~b = -12°. (b) 8b = OO.

(c) tl~= 100.
—.

,,

b
XJ
!m
z
o
.

.

(cl)s~ = 26°”

Fl$ure 4.- Seal .test ap~aratus with vertical backplate. s = 0.9; g = 0.5.
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F!8ure 5.- Seal test apparatus with
vertical backplate. s = 0.4;
6= 0.1; 8~ = 150; 6~L = 15°.

I

.

*’
I

Figure ‘7.- flealtest apx)aratus with
vertical backplate. Seal attached
0.34cb above center. s = 0.9;
g= 0.5; 8b = 100; ~bl ‘,25°<

,.. .’

●

Figure 6.- Seal test apparatus with
vertical backplate. Seal attached
o.34cb below center. s = 0.9;
6 = 0.5; 8b = 10°; 8bl = 85°.

Figure 8.- Seal test apparatus with
circular backplate. s = 0.6:
6 = 0.3; ab = 200; ‘bl = 2a0.
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(a) Sb = -12°. (b) ~b = OO.

(c)~b = 10°. (d) ~b = 18°.

Figure 9.-. Seal test apparatus with circular back~late” g n 0.4; g=o.1.
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(a) lib s -120.

(C) $b = 18°.

Figure 1o.- Seal test apDaratus with

(d) Enlarged photographer seal with
CII’Cle SUperlmDOSed to lndl-
Cate circular shaDe of seal
In Dresence of horizontal
backDlate. ab = OO.

horizontal backplate. s = 0.4; g=ool.
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(a) Sb = IoO. (b)&b = 20°.

Figure Il. - Seal test apparatus with horizontal backplate. s = 0.9;
%1

g = 0.5;
= 20°.

Figure12.- Eieal test ap~aratus with
horizontal back~late. Seal at- ~
tached 0.34cB above center.
s = o.9;_ g= 0.5; i)h = 100;

bq = 25°.

Figure 13.- Seal test ap~aratus with
horizontal backplate. Seal at-
tached o.34cb below center.
s = 0.9; g = 0.5; ~b = 10°;

‘bl = 25°.
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(a) S= 0.4.

14a,b
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(b) s= 0.6.

Figure M.- Hinge-moment oharacteris~ir.s of seals with vertical backplate.
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Fig. 15a,‘o NACA ARR No. L5F30a
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(a) E = 0.4.

Flfyre 15.-”Hlnge-mouient charaoteriatlcs of sede tith vertio~l ba~phte.
g= u.i.
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NACA ARR lJo.L5F30a Fig. 16a-c

(a)s= 0.5.

(0) s = 0.8.

Fl@re16..Hinge-moment charaoter&::2:f sealawithvertioalbackplate,



Fig. 17a,b NACA ARR No* L5F30a
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.

(a) n = 0.6.

“b) B = 0.8.

Figure 17. - Hinge-moment oharacteristtca Or semla with ~efical ~*plate.
g = 0.s.
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NACA ARR No. L5F30a Fig. 18a, b

(a)s= 0.7.

(b)s= 0.9.

FiWre 18. - Hinge-moment oheracterlstlos of S=JS wi~ v~ttcal b@@ate.
g. O.k



Fig. 19a,b

{8)n = 0.7.

NACA ARR No. L5F30a
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(b)s= 0.9. CMUITTEE FU AERONAUTICS

Blgllre 19, - IEmg.s-moneltt ckarast0r$Ly::5:f Sealn With vertical baokphte.
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NACA ARR No. L5F30a

/

Figs. 20,21

Figure 20,- Hinge-moment oharaoteristicn of Beale attached o.?kb off center to
vertloal baokplat.e. a . 0.8; g- 0.s; 6b1 = 2c@.

*

Figure 21. - Himge-momant characterietioa or aealm attached 0.S4eb off oenter to
vertioal .baokplate. s s 0.9; g= 0.5.



Fig. 22 a-c NACA ARR No. L5F3Ca
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(()) a= 0.6.

Figure 22. - Hinge-moment oharacter~~i::i:f seals with. clraular backplata.
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liACAARR No.”L5F30a Fig. 23a.-C
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(0) a = 0.8.

Figure 23. - Hinge-noment charaoterls tics of seals with airoular baclcplate.
g= 0,3.



Fi g. 24a-c NACA ARF?No. L5F30a
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(0) s = 0.9.

Figure 24. - Hinge-moment charaote:i:t$ic. of seala with ciroul- backpiate.



NACA ARR No, L5F30a
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Figs. 25,26

$’Igure 25. - Hinge-moment oharaot eristics or seals attaohed. O. 340b off Center to
oiroular backplate. e = 0.8; S= 0.3.

. .

Figure 26. - Hinge-mment. chaFacteriBtics of aezle attachefi O. 34cb off Center to
circular badcplate. s = 0.9; g = 0.5.



Fig. 27a- C
NACA ARR No. L5F30a
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(0) n = LL&.

Figure 27.- Hinge-zoment aiuuact e:lflt~ d eeds with horizontal “~ckplat e.
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NACA ARR No. L5F30a Fig. 28a,b

.

(a) .9 = 0.4.

.

(b)s = 0.5. COUH17TEEFORAERONAUTICS

Figure 28. - Hinge-moment characteristics of seals with horizontal backplate.
g= O.10

*
.-



Fig. i?8c,d NACA ARR No. L5F30a

(c) s= 0.7.
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.
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.

(d) S = ~.%

Figura 28.- Co!mluded.
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NAC.A ARR-No. L5F30a Fig. 29a-c
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A
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(0) s = 0.9. COHISITTEEFORAERONAUTICS

Fi6U& 29. - Hinge-moment aharaoterlstios of seals with horizontal baokPl&te.
g = 0.2.



Fig. 30a-c NACA ARR No-,L5F30a
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(c) e = lJ. sJ.

Figure 30.- Kinre-moment oharacter~:l:yf seals with norlzont%l bnckpiate.
.



NACA ARR No. L5F30a Fig. 31a-c

(a) s= 0.6.

.
.

NATIONAL ADVISORY

(0) s = 0.9. COklMITTEEFffl AERONAUTICS

Figure 31, - Hinge-moment charaoteri:&s-~~ seala with horizontal baokplate.= —----



Fi g. 32a, b NAC!A,ARR No- L5F30a
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(d 0 = G.7.

Figure 32... Hinge-mment characteristlcc ,f seals with horizcmtai backpL.ste.
g = 0.5.

.
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N-ACAARR No. L5F30a Figs. 33,34

Figure 33.. Hinge-moment oharaot.eriatlcn or seals attaohed 0.3~ orf center to
horizontal backplate. s = O.~; g = 0.1; 6bt = 20”.

.

Figure 34.-Hlnge.fnoment characteristics of seals attaohed 0.34cb off oenter to
horizontal backplate. s = 0.9; g = 0.5.

.



Figs. 35,36 NACA ARR No. L5F30a
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Figure 35. - Efreot of eeal wld.tk on hinge-moment oharaaterlntica of eeala.
VertLOal backplate; g = 0.2i no 3imitiM V-UO for 8b.

Figure s6.- EXfect of se&le&gap width On hi~a-moment charauter~atlcsof mealm.
Vertical baokplate; s = 0.6; no limiting value for 6b.
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NACA ARR No. L5F30a Fig, 37a

.
.

(a) g = 0.1; s = 0.4.
i

Figure 37. - comparison of htige+joment owaote~j.~tloe fop Se~S
with vertical, horizontal, and c lroular bookplates.
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Fig. 375 NACA ARR No. L5F30a
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NACA ARR No. L5F30a
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- Fig. 37C

NATIONAL ADVISORY

(0) g= 0.5; s = 0.9, COMMITTEEfO!i AERONAUTICS

F@re 37. - Concluded.
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NACA AR~ No. L5F30a Fig. 39a,b

.“

(a) Sealed internally balanced aileron.

l--

(b) Plain sealed aileron, UA?IONAL ADVlsOQy

COMNITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

Figure 39.- True-contow aileron sections for
which illustrative data are presented.
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Figure 40. - Ccmpariaon of aectl.onhin~e-aomentohargcteriatics
meaaured on sealed internally balanced aileron with charac-
teristics computed from plain sealed aileron. Tme-oontour
a~lerons of C).20C on an atifoil, a = Clo; M . 0.36.
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NACA ARR No. L5F30a Fig. 41
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Aileron ~~~eflec;”on)da,deg

Figure 41.- Comparison of section ~Lnge-moment char8cterietio6
of sealed Internally balanced aileron computed from seal-
moment data and by approximate method. True-contour aileron
of 0.20c on an airfcil. a = OO; M = 0.36. (Fressure data
and plaln-aileron hings-moment data from fig. 40.)
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